Today, the availability of multiple cameras on every jobsite is reshaping the way construction activities are being monitored. Research has focused on addressing the limitations of manual workface assessment from these videos via computer vision algorithms. Despite the rapid explosion of these algorithms, the ability to automatically recognize worker and equipment activities from videos is still limited. By crowd-sourcing the task of workface assessment from jobsite videos, this paper aims to overcome the limitations of the current practice and provides a large empirical dataset that can serve as the basis for developing video-based activity recognition methods. As such, an intuitive web-based platform for massive marketplaces such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is introduced that engages the intelligence of non-expert crowd for interpretations of selected group of frames from these videos and then it automates remaining workface assessment tasks based on the initial interpretations. To validate, several experiments are conducted on videos from concrete placement operations. The results show that engaging AMT non-experts together with computer vision algorithms can provide assessment results with an accuracy of 85%. This minimizes the time needed for workface assessment, and allows the practitioners to focus their time on the more important task of root-cause analysis for performance improvements. This platform also provides significantly large datasets with ground truth for algorithmic development purposes.
Introduction
Activity analysis, the process of analysing and improving the time proportions craft workers spend on various construction activities, provides a plausible solution for monitoring onsite operations [1] . It also supports root-cause analysis on the issues that adversely affect productivity. Nevertheless, a wide-spread adoption of activity analysis has been challenging due to several inefficiencies such as the large-scale of the manual onsite observations needed to guarantee statistically significant workface data. The necessary judgments of the observers may also produce erroneous data due to the over-productiveness phenomenon caused by workers being under direct observations, prompt reaction of the observers to benchmarking activity categories, the required distance limits to construction workers, and finally observers' partiality and fatigue [2] . Hence, current labour-intensive processes requires the field engineers to spend most of their time analysing current worker activities. This takes away time from the more important task of studying the root causes of low productivity or how improvements can be planned and implemented.
To address the limitations of manual workface assessment, a large body of research has focused on automating current practices. These methods range from application of Ultra Wide Band [3, 4] , RFID tags [5, 6] , and GPS sensors [7] to vision methods using jobsite videos [8] [9] [10] . A large group of these methods leverage non-vision sensors to track the location information of the workers and equipment. However, without interpreting the activities, and purely based on location, deriving workface data is challenging [11] .
Meanwhile, the growing number of cameras on jobsites has provided a unique opportunity for automated interpretation of onsite operations. Yet, computer vision methods are not advanced enough to enable detailed assessments from jobsite videos. This is because the methods for detecting and tracking equipment and workers (especially when workers interact with tools [12] [13] [14] ), and the methods for interpreting activities from long sequences of videos [15, 16] are not well established. Beyond CII-defined activities, the taxonomies of construction activities are also not fully developed to enable visual activity recognition at the operational level. Training and testing computer vision models for activity analysis requires large amount of empirical data which is not yet available to the research community. Without robust methods for video interpretation, extracting workface assessment information from videos still has to rely on tedious manual review process. This will take away time from the more important task of root-cause analysis.
In this paper, a workface assessment framework is introduced to collect accurate workface assessment information by interpreting jobsite videos. Through crowdsourcing the task of workface assessment from jobsite videos on a web-based platform on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), and with the supports of several automated methods and the intelligence of nonexpert crowds, this framework aims to overcome the limitations of the current practices of activity analysis. It also collects significantly large empirical datasets together with their groundtruth that can serve as the basis for developing automated computer vision activity recognition methods. The preliminary experiments from using platform shows that engaging non-experts on AMT to interpret and annotate construction activities on jobsite videos can achieve accurate activity analysis results. In the following, the related works, methods and the developed prototype tools, together with experimental results are introduced and discussed in detail.
Related Work
A large body of literature in vision-based analytics has focused on developing methods to infer worker and equipment activities from jobsite videos. Methods such as [2, 12, 13, 17, 18] treat detecting and tracking workers and equipment and activity recognition as two mutually independent tasks. A few studies have also focused on the end-to-end activity analysis problem [10, 15, 19] . Instead of assuming strong priors on the relationships between activities and locations as in the above works, other vision-based methods such as [15, 16, 20] recognize atomic activities of construction workers and equipment. Despite the explosion of these methods, the ability to automatically recognize and understand worker and equipment activities is still limited. The key challenges are the large variability in execution of construction operations, and the lack of formal taxonomies for construction activities in terms of expected worker roles, and the expected sequence of activities. The complexity of the visual stimuli in activity recognition in terms of camera motion, occlusions, viewpoint changes, and background clutter are among these challenges as well. The lack of datasets together with ground truth is also another barrier to more extensive research on automated activity recognition methods.
To overcome these limitations, the computer vision community has initiated several projects to investigate the potential of Crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing refers to the collaborative participation of a crowd of non-experts to help solve a specific problem and typically devises a rewarding mechanism. While crowdsourcing annotations of images has been very successful (see [21, 22] ), yet videos and their dynamic nature make crowd-sourced their annotation very challenging [23] . Particularly, crowd-sourced video annotation requires cost-aware and efficient methods instead of frame-by-frame labelling. The large number of frames in a video requires a more intelligent mechanism for propagating annotations from a subset of keyframes [23, 24] ; otherwise video crowdsourcing methods will not be scalable.
Despite the benefits and popularity of crowdsourcing computer vision tasks, directly applying it to the task of video-based construction workface assessment can be challenging. Site videos exhibit different number of crew members involved in onsite operations. Workers continuously interact with tools, and exhibit changing body postures even when the same activity is being performed. These issues beyond the typical challenges in the task of activity recognition and could negatively affect the optimal length of annotation tasks or the number of necessary keyframes for annotation. Due to the complexity of construction operations and the lack of formal activity categories beyond CII defined activities, crowdsourcing workface assessment necessitates a new taxonomy to describe construction activities. Until now, the reliability of crowdsourcing for video-based construction workface assessment has not been evaluated either. For example, recruiting non-expert annotators from AMT may negatively affect the quality of the assessments. Beyond addressing technical challenges, detailed experiments are necessary to examine the potential of non-experts against an expert control group, and formulate new strategies for improving the accuracy of crowdsourcing tasks.
Method
To address challenges of applying crowdsourcing to video-based construction workface assessment task, this paper introduces a new framework for crowdsourcing video-based workface assessment. The prototyped platform benefits from intuitive user interfaces that enable construction workface assessment data retrieval, visualization, and cross-validation. It also exhibits several automated methods that support propagating the annotations from a subset of keyframes to the remaining frames. Several preliminary experiments are conducted on different methods for annotation and their frequency. The most appropriate video length for annotation to fine tune parameters of the automated methods is also investigated. A new taxonomy for construction activities is decoded as well. The performance of the no-experts is analysed again an expert group for detecting, tracking, and recognizing worker activities. Applying crossvalidation methods to improve workface assessment accuracy is also investigated. Figure 1 shows an overview of the crowdsourcing framework for workface assessment. In the following, various modules of the prototyped platform and the validation experiments are discussed in detail. 
Activity Analysis User Interface
"Task Management" and "Workface Assessment" are the two main interfaces in the prototyped platform. Task Management Interface assists requesters, e.g. site engineers, or researchers, to manage publication of workface assessment tasks and retrieve their results. The workface Assessment Interface provides the annotators with access to complete video-based workface assessment tasks. As shown in Figure 1 , at first, the requesters use Task Management Interface to break a video of construction operations into several Human Intelligent Tasks (HITs) and publish each shorter video clip online or offline. Annotators can then accept published HITs to generate workface assessment results using the Workface Assessment Interface. When all HITs belonging to the same posted video are completed, requesters can retrieve, visualize, and cross-validate the results. They can also generate formal assessment reports through the Task Management Interface (see Figure 2) .
The Task Management interface includes: 1) "Video Links"-assisting requesters in managing access of the annotators and controlling the quality of their work, 2) "Video Upload"-supporting crowdsourcing workface assessment and collection of large-scale ground-truth dataset for both academia and industry, 3) "CrossValidation and Accuracy"-enabling quality control on both pre and post-assessment steps to avoid using inaccurate results produced by non-expert annotators, and 4) "Video Visualization"-supporting retrieval of workface assessment information at any level of granularity and presenting workface assessment results in form of annotated videos, crew-balance charts, or pie charts. The Workface Assessment interface, as shown in Figure 3 , includes: 1) assessment function-enabling "role-activity-tool-posture" annotation and 2) supporting functions for creating and customizing new resources, and adjusting "monitoring" settings. 
Taxonomy of Construction Activities
A new taxonomy is introduced to decode complex construction activities with the following format: worker role is conducting CII activity category ( ) in form of a visual activity category ( ) using tool ( ), at body posture ( ), and is visible, occluded, or outside of the video frame. As a starting point, "worker type" contains 20 different roles of construction worker such as Concrete Finisher, Carpenter, Electrician, Bricklayer, etc. Second layer-"CII activity categories"-describes worker activities in form of direct and non-direct work as defined by CII. The third layer is the "visual activity categories" which provides detailed information on "activities", "tools" and "body posture" related to the direct work activities. "Tools" can play an important role here since they have distinct visual appearances and because different types of "activities" require different types of tools. An assistive interface that provides illustrative images has been designed to aid non-expert annotators in selecting different tools out of a large collection. "Posture" can also provide very useful information for differentiating different activities. The detailed representation of activity-tool-body posture in this visual activity layer is beneficial to the extraction of proper visual features and devising appropriate computer vision methods. In addition, this taxonomy describes non-direct works with worker body postures to enable a better synthesis of the work activities. Since construction videos typically exhibit sever occlusions and to avoid introducing noise in video-based activity datasets, the visibility of the workers-i.e. whether workers are occluded and/or are outside of video is also labelled. The complete taxonomy for concrete placement operations is available at http://activityanalysis.cee.illinois.edu/. 
Extrapolating Keyframe Annotations
Although crowdsourcing can reduce human efforts, time and cost for workface assessment, video annotation still needs strategies to propagate assessment results from a sparse set of keyframes. For propagating user annotations from keyframes to non-key frames, both linear and detection-based extrapolation methods are implemented. is defined as the total number of frames, and , , , as the 2D pixel coordinates of each annotation bounding box.
, denote the coordinates of upper-left corner, and , denote the coordinates of the lower-right corner of the bounding box. 0 is then defined as the coordinates of the bounding box at time .
Linear extrapolation method assumes 2D constant velocity in both x and y direction; and if a point in x direction is at and then at the follows Eq. 1. Applying coordinates of the keyframe bounding boxes, can be calculated as Eq. 2.
0
(1)
where, is computed based on [25] , and is a nine-dimensional feature containing 3 means and 6 covariance computed from Hue, Saturation and Value color channels. Positive samples are the user-annotated keyframes and negative samples are automatically extracted from background. Here refers to both of these annotations. To learn a specific visual classifier that is able to assign high classification scores to the positive samples, the same procedure in [14] is followed and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is introduced per resource type. Each SVM classifier is trained by feeding positive/negative samples , 1 / , 1 to optimize maximum margin objective function. Due to the presence of frequent occlusions and background clutter on construction sites, it is difficult to propagate non-key frame annotations at an accuracy of 100%. Therefore, the constrained tracking of [23] is applied to reduce the error in detection of workers and equipment. Constrained tracking finds the best candidate from all possible detections for each frame to constitute a path with minimum cost. This path is defined as : , , … , , , where and are manually generated keyframe annotations and , , … , , are automatically generated from the trained SVM classifiers. The optimization problem is then defined as:
where the unary cost is defined by Eq. 5 and pairwise cost , is defined by Eq. 6:
, ‖ ‖
The unary cost calculates the cost of the potential detection in each frame by the score of the visual classifier and l -norm of its bounding box difference between the SVM detection and the linear extrapolation. The SVM associates the most possible prediction with the highest score to minimize the most likely cost for the detection. Here,
• is used as the score of the visual classifier. Due to the presence of occlusions, some video frames may not contain ground truth detection. These frames cause false negatives with small scores to be the potential . In such situations, the annotations for non-key frames will rely on the linear extrapolation method, and will replace classifier score
• with a very small (zero number) . The pairwise cost calculates smoothness of the detection path for each worker. Here, the position of the bounding box does not change if the camera motion is minimal. Thus, a true path should have the minimum pairwise cost among all possible candidates. This pairwise cost has been adopted as a gauge to test and select the best candidates for the path in each frame.
Annotating Multiple Workers
Annotating multiple resources in a jobsite video is common, because most construction crews involve a large number of workers. Therefore, an efficient annotation method is imperative to reduce time and guarantee quality for dense annotations. In the experiment section, three annotation methods are validated to address multiple resources annotation tasks; their performance under different conditions is analysed as well. These annotation methods include one-by-one, all-at-once, and role-at-once. One-by-one annotation method requires the annotators to annotate/update a construction resource to the full length of each video, and rewind video to start for next resource until all resources has been annotated/updated. All-at-one annotation method asks the annotators to annotated/update all resources simultaneously in the same frame, and do so until the end of the video. Role-at-once annotation method is the combination of one-by-one and all-at-once, which is to annotate/update resources with the same role simultaneously and rewind video to annotate/update the next group of resources. One-by-one annotation method needs annotators to watch video for times (i.e., is resource number). All-at-once annotation method requires annotators to watch the entire video prior to conducting annotation and to watch video twice in total. And, role-at-once requires annotators to watch video time (i.e., is number of roles).
Quality Assurance/Control for AMT
The AMT is a marketplace of tens to hundreds of thousands of annotators for solving HITs quickly and effortlessly. However, due to poor performance of the annotators, quick assessments may lead to erroneous results. To lower the risk of obtaining poor quality results, pre and post-assessment quality control steps are defined as follows: 1) pre-assessment-adding a short testing video-for which the ground truth is previously generated-to the start of each HIT, and 2) postassessment-repeated-labelling a video for multiple times to deal with noisy data for quality improvement purposes. Although repeated-labelling improves the quality of workface assessment, the unnecessary repeated-labelling will cost extra money and time. To save annotation cost and time, it is necessary to find an optimal repeat time. Thus, cross-validation is conducted to examine how the accuracy changes based on different repeat times:
Designing Micro-tasks from Site Videos
A video of a single construction operation is typically several hours long. This makes assessing it much more difficult than completing a typical short-length microtask (HITs) on the AMT. To make crowdsourcing feasible, an entire video is broken down into several shorter HITs. For effectiveness, 1) the length of a HIT, and 2) annotation frequency are considered. To find the optimal parameters for crowdsourcing video-based workface assessment, several experiments are conducted using different length of a HIT and annotation frequency. The experiments are discussed in the following section.
Experiments

Setup and Performance Measures
Three separate experiments are conducted with the annotators from the controlled group of construction experts to investigate the impact of the different annotation methods, video lengths, and annotation frequencies on the accuracy of the workface assessment results. To validate the hypothesis that crowdsourcing video-based construction workface assessment through the AMT marketplace is a reliable approach, we conducted two experiments to 1) compare the performance of non-expert annotators with the controlled group of construction experts; and 2) test the performance of the post-assessment quality control procedure and explore the best repeated-labelling times for desirable level of accuracy by experimenting crossvalidation with different randomly selected folds from both expert and non-expert annotation results. To compare experiments and choose the parameters that achieve optimal performance, two validation measures were chosen: 1) the annotation time spent to complete each experiment and 2) the accuracy of the workface assessment results.
Results and Discussions
The experiments for selecting the best annotation method include leveraging one-by-one, all-at-once, and role-at-once methods to annotate "Easy", "Normal", and "Hard" videos. To examine the relationship between video length and the annotation time and accuracy of workface assessment, experiments are conducted using different video lengths of 10, 30, and 60 seconds. To explore the trade-off between annotation frequency and annotation time and accuracy, three fixed annotation frequencies of 3-time, 5-time, and 9-time per minute are experimented. The experimental results of annotation time and accuracy for each experiment are reported in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Table 1 . Total annotation time on each experiment (s). To validate the reliability of crowdsourcing on the AMT marketplace, experiments are conducted to compare the annotation time and accuracy of a large pool of non-experts (10+) against a controlled group of construction experts (5+). Figure 4 shows the difference in the annotation time between the non-expert and expert annotators. The difference in annotation time between the non-expert and expert control groups are compared and the linear regression is used to interpolate all observation points. The average difference in accuracies between these groups is shown in Table 3 . To explore the best repeated-labelling times and guarantee satisfactory workface assessment results, different fold experiments were conducted, including 1-fold (i.e., original annotation), 3-fold to 8-fold crossvalidations with one step increments. Figure 5 shows the accuracies of different fold cross-validations for each video category.
The experimental results validate the hypothesis that crowdsourcing construction activity analysis from jobsite videos on the AMT, a marketplace with non-expert annotators, is a reliable approach for conducting activity analysis. Particularly, it is shown that expert annotators are, on average, 22% faster than non-expert annotators in term of their annotation time. However, the accuracy of annotation among the non-experts is within 3% of the accuracy of the expert groups. To fine-tune the platform, the impact of different annotation methods, different HITs video lengths, and the frequency of requiring annotations were examined. Based on these experimental results, the following patterns are concluded:
1. The one-by-one annotation method works best with videos that have a small number of construction workers and also high frequency of changes in activities; whereas the all-at-once annotation method works best with videos that have high number of construction workers and with low frequency of changes in work activities; 2. Increasing a HIT video length can reduce the annotation time. For example, the 60-second long videos save 47% and 37% annotation time compared to 10 and 30-second long videos. The accuracy of workface assessment results also slightly improves with an increase in the HIT video length; 3. Manual annotation of a sparse set of keyframe is reliable for achieving complete frame-by-frame annotations. At the extreme case, the 3-time per minute annotation frequency reduces the average annotation time by 57% while dropping the accuracy of workface assessment only by 7%. The prominent decrease in annotation time by 3-times per minute could also result in cost savings, because AMT charges "requester" based on the time "annotator" devotes to each HIT; 4. A 3-fold cross-validation provides the best accuracy-cost trade-off for workface assessment. Increasing the fold (beyond 3-folds) does not increase accuracy. Also quality control steps are important to guarantee that reliability of the assessment results. The repeated labelling can also improve the accuracy of the workface assessment. The experiments suggests that the optimal performance can be achieved with a 3-fold-i.e., hiring three AMT annotators per HIT.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a novel method that supports crowdsourcing construction activity analysis from jobsite video streams. The proposed method leverages human intelligence recruited from massive crowdsourcing marketplace-AMT, together with automated visionbased detection/tracking algorithms to derive timely and reliable construction workface assessment result from different challenging conditions such as sever occlusion, background clutter, and camera motions. The experimental result with average accuracy of 85% in workface assessment tasks shows the promise of proposed method. The comparisons conducted between non-experts and construction validates the hypothesis that crowdsourcing video-based construction activity analysis through AMT non-experts could achieve similar (or even the same) accuracy as conducting activity analysis by construction experts.
To improve the prototyped platform, future work can focus on the following: 1) the design of more robust detection/tracking algorithm that can work well with sparse human input to effectively generate accurate nonkeyframe annotations; and 2) the design of quality control method that does not require repeated labelling, to reduce requesters' cost and avoid erroneous data to prevail at the voting stage. As part of this preliminary study, a compositional structure taxonomy for construction activities was also created that models the interactions between body posture, activities, and tools. This representation can improve detection/tracking by enhancing the propagation of manual annotations to nonkey frames. Also, studies that focus on using Hidden Markov Model to automatically infer construction activities from long sequences of jobsite videos could be beneficial to detection/tracking and quality control steps. Learning a set of transition and emission probabilities between each pair of construction activities from a crowd-sourcing platform can improve inference on the categories of subsequence activity types for each frame, and in turn improve the quality control process. Finally, to comprehensively validate this new method for construction video-based analysis, a set of detailed crowdsourcing market investigations and experiments should be conducted, not only to test the technical parameters, but also to build a workflow to test the cost associated with crowd sourcing, the time span between publishing and retrieval tasks, and potential risks of affecting worker privacy by outsourcing construction video annotations containing construction workers to the crowd. The prototyped platform is publicly accessible online at the following link: http://activityanalysis.cee.illinois.edu/.
